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Interviewing monkeys, covering ostrich races, jumping out of airplanes, being chased out of a

Vegas casino while wearing a hidden camera, dreaming of becoming a spy, getting caught with

a beer in the control room, and doubling as the janitor for a minor-league baseball team. True -

and hilarious - stories from your favorite TV sports personalities as they climbed the career

ladder.Discover the amazing backstory of these 15 famous sportscasters: Scott Van Pelt,

Kenny Mayne, Trey Wingo, Heidi Watney, Stan Verrett, Neil Everett, John Buccigross, Andy

Katz, Kevin Corke, Jaymee Sire, Scott Reiss, Dari Nowkhah, Steve Bunin, Bill Pidto, and Dave

Flemming."This is a great read for all sports fans. Sharp, witty, and insightful, Scott Reiss has

compiled REAL stories from many of our favorite media personalities." —Andrew Luck, Pro

Bowl quarterback"This book uses transparency, humility, and humor to not only shed light on

what it takes to excel, but to inspire something in the reader that we all need: perseverance." —

Zach Filkins, Guitarist & founding member, OneRepublicThere has never been a book with so

much TV sportscasting talent inside it. But even better than the PEOPLE in the book... are the

STORIES they share. "Where They Were Then: Sportscasters" brings you 15 unique, hilarious,

and inspiring stories of how TV's top sportscasters went from nowhere to the national

spotlight.How did a single interview help launch one of your favorite SportsCenter anchors into

stardom? How did a last-minute phone call stop a famous sportscaster from becoming a

teacher? Which ESPN play-by-play announcer doubled as a team chef/custodian while calling

games in the minor leagues?Embark on a revealing journey through "TV time," as 15

nationally-known sports broadcasters describe - in amazing detail - how they succeeded in

climbing one of the toughest career ladders imaginable.Be shocked and amazed by what your

favorite sportscasters had to endure early in their careers. Be inspired by the doubts, fears, and

hurdles they overcame en route to the top. Above all, be entertained by anecdotes delivered in

the unique styles of some of the nation's most talented broadcasters.Some were fired. Most

considered other jobs or careers. But all put in the hard work and pushed forward. "Where

They Were Then: Sportscasters" highlights the determination, the struggle, and the one or two

pivotal decisions each broadcaster made that helped him or her become the best in the

business.Author - and former ESPN anchor - Scott Reiss provides a unique backdrop to it all,

having anchored sports at the national, regional, and local levels. He shares highly-

entertaining, personal tales of life in the formative stages of TV sports, and ties together these

individual accounts with commentary and additional insight.Whether you simply love sports,

want to learn more about your favorite sportscasters, or appreciate unlikely success stories,

reading "Where They Were Then" will be time well spent.

About the AuthorJames Robinson, an accomplished writer and public speaker, is a retired

Canadian government Commerce Officer who has spent most of his life researching North

American and aboriginal history.... --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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What Others Are Saying About Where They Were Then:“This is fascinating stuff. And I am sure

I would have followed in a similarly circuitous path had I not happened upon some rather

incriminating photos of NBC executives at a network junket in 1979.”· Bob Costas, Hall of Fame

broadcaster“I know the hard work it takes to be the best on the field and this book makes you

appreciate what it takes to be the best in the broadcast studio. A fun and enlightening look at

the careers of some of the all-time greats.”· Jerry Rice, Hall of Fame wide receiver“This is a

great read for all sports fans. Sharp, witty, and insightful, Scott Reiss has compiled REAL

stories from many of our favorite media personalities.”· Andrew Luck, Pro Bowl

quarterback“Learning the hard work and sacrifices the voices of my ‘sports life’ have gone

through makes me love and respect them all so much more. Great read.”· Darius Rucker, Multi-

Platinum singer & songwriter“As an athlete I was on the other side of their experiences,

answering their questions and giving them something to talk about. But reading their stories

taught me they had the same determination, tenacity, endurance & belief in themselves as the

athletes they report on. A fun and insightful read from a different perspective in the sports

world.”· Kristi Yamaguchi, Olympic gold medalist, author“The rise to the top is never a straight

path, but one thing it always is, at least in the world of sports broadcasting, is hilarious. Where

They Were Then brilliantly memorializes some of these impossible-to-believe stories from

those who turned into the biggest names… in their own words.”· Darren Rovell, Sports

Business Writer, ESPN, CNBC, The Action Network“Entertaining stories about life in small

media markets. Must-read for sports fans and for those who aspire to a career in television.”·

Kenny Albert, Play-by-play announcer, FOX Sports, TNT, MSG“Where They Were Then is an

inspiring and informative book written by first-rate sports broadcasters who share with us their

career journeys, from apprenticeship to professional. Regardless of your current line of work,

this is a must-read for those who appreciate the value of working toward mastery of craft.”·

Steve Lavin, Former head basketball coach, UCLA & St. John’s University; analyst, FOX

Sports, CBS Sports“Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness

thrust upon them. But as these stories will show you, most sportscasters obtain it by knocking

loudly on as many doors as they can find, behind one of which greatness is loitering slothfully,

waiting to be impressed by persistence or pestering. Or both: I mean just read what my man

Kenny Mayne had to do!”· Keith Olbermann, Award-winning sports & news anchor“Oftentimes

we forget about the years of backstory that brought our heroes to where they are presently. Or

at least we glamorize the rough road to greatness that they’ve traveled, casting a dark shadow

on our own setbacks. This book uses transparency, humility, and humor to not only shed light

on what it takes to excel, but also inspire something in the reader that we all need:

perseverance.”· Zach Filkins, Guitarist & founding member, OneRepublic“I know how difficult it

is to reach the big leagues as a ballplayer. This book offers great insight into what it takes to

reach the big leagues as a broadcaster. Really entertaining read.”· John Smoltz, Hall of Fame

pitcher; analyst, MLB Network“Where They Were Then is a must-read for fans of these iconic

broadcasters. It’s also a terrific ‘how-to’ manual for young people interested in broadcast and

digital journalism. Their stories of grit and determination and ultimately the payoff of success…

will serve as an effective blueprint... and inspiration.”· Craig Stevens, News anchor, WSVN-TV

(Miami); former instructor of communication, University of Miami & Barry University“These

broadcasters have told so many great stories over the years, but the best ones might be their

own. I enjoyed every page.”· Shawn Estes, MLB All-Star pitcher; analyst, NBC Sports Bay
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Thanks, Dad, for your unwavering support. And your unconditional belief—which wasn’t always

warranted, but was always appreciated.“Why Are We Here?”There really ought to be a manual

for this. A version of “Broadcasting 101”—but not the version offered in colleges and

universities across the country. Rather, a real-life rundown of what it takes to break into sports

television, and ultimately rise to the top of one of the most competitive businesses

imaginable.Every contributor to this book is an unmitigated success story. We reached the

pinnacle of our profession. Whether that means ESPN, MLB Network, NBC Sports, or any

combination of national network powerhouses, this is all “dream job” kind of stuff.To be clear,

this is not about the dream. Forgive the cliché—it’s about the journey, not the destination. A

journey that is unique to each of us, yet relatable to all of us. A journey so surreal and

surprising, so frustrating and funny, so ridiculous and rewarding, it simply deserves to be

told.My personal tales of small-market television absurdity have played to rave reviews in social

gatherings for almost two decades. Bar room banter at its finest. But even in their most

organized, articulate splendor, my stories would fill a pamphlet, not a book. Which is why they

have remained “off the record” for so long.How did I finally get to this point? A few years back, I

was eating dinner with a friend who was, at the time, smack dab in the middle of the arduous

process of trying to break into the “business.” You might say, the quintessential target audience.

I had her in hysterics, spewing ludicrous tales of my former job as a news/sports anchor in

Utica, New York. At one point, she said matter-of-factly, “You really should write a book.”“Funny

you should mention that,” I responded. “I’ve wanted to do that for years.” And I offered up my

“pamphlet” excuse.And then...boom! (Or as we in the broadcasting world like to say, “Boom

goes the dynamite!”)“What about your TV friends? Don’t they have similar stories?”There it

was. Genius in its simplicity. Strength in numbers. The idea rocked me like a backward-running

TelePrompter (which has happened, by the way). We all have stories that would be invaluable

to the aspiring sportscaster, but—more to the point—entertaining to millions (dare to dream,

right?) of sports junkies. Hey, it’s TV. It’s sports. It’s mainstream.What follows are the accounts

of friends and former colleagues. Some names you will likely recognize, others perhaps not. All

are incredibly talented; yet had they not navigated a series of trials and tribulations during their

formative years, that talent would not be on display for the world to see.Which national

sportscaster once did the nightly news with an IV in his arm? Which one helped usher in

Shaquille O’Neal’s rap career? Which one helped expose an illegal prostitution ring? Not only

will you find those answers in these pages, you’ll read it right from the source—in the first-



person narrative of some of your favorite TV personalities. I considered doing the “normal”

biographical book thing—conducting interviews, taking notes, telling other people’s stories—

but ultimately decided that the essence of this group’s greatness is its distinct, recognizable

writing styles. Nobody can tell Kenny Mayne’s story better than Kenny Mayne. So why would I

dare try?And for the thousands of aspiring anchors and reporters toiling away (or hoping to toil

away) in every nook and cranny of the nation, these accounts will transcend celebrity and

invoke reality.You want to be a sportscaster? Let this serve as the ever-elusive manual, a

literary roadmap to the landmines of the business. The rest of you, simply embrace the

experience and appreciate the long and winding road to the top of the professional

mountain.“The Guy Who Introduces Star Trek”Scott Reiss·WPGX, Panama City, FL·WUTR,

Utica, NY·KCOY, Santa Maria, CA·ESPN·Comcast SportsNet Bay Area·KTVU, Oakland,

CA·Stanford Football/BasketballChris Berman is the poster child for ESPN fame, having

worked at the network since shortly after its inception in 1979. I was fortunate enough to get to

know “Boomer” a bit during my eight years in Bristol, and have seen him on occasion since. He

is a fantastic talent and a genuinely good guy who deserves all the accolades and admiration

that have come his way. But Chris will be the first to tell you, he got lucky. He signed on with a

fledgling national network that wound up an international phenomenon. He got a cool job in his

early 20s that allowed him to flourish both professionally and financially, and there was never

much reason to go anywhere else.Most of us navigated a decidedly different path to glory. We

did “time” in small towns, changing jobs every couple of years, working terrible hours for terrible

(or no) money, lugging heavy camera equipment from event to event, shooting our stuff, editing

our stuff, producing our stuff, all for the privilege of delivering high school volleyball highlights

and post-rodeo reaction during the final three minutes of a nightly middle-of-nowhere

newscast. Sounds dreamy, I know. Oh, and did I mention those jobs were almost impossible to

get?My professional quest began in the spring of 1994. I graduated from Stanford with a

bachelor’s degree in communication and a master’s degree in sociology. While most of my

friends were moving on to medical school or well-paying jobs in finance or business consulting,

I moved back home to Los Angeles to pursue my passion.A year later, I had applied to what

seemed like every small-market TV station in America (though I did draw the line at the

“booming tropical paradise of Guam,” a staple of the Broadcasting & Cable magazine

classifieds). Week after week, the rejection letters piled up. I still have about 30 of them.The

result? Radio (or TV) silence, with rare exception. One of those exceptions was WABG-TV in

Greenville, Mississippi, the self-proclaimed “Heart and Soul of the Delta.” The station had an

opening for a sports anchor/reporter and invited me in for an interview.I’ll never forget driving

my rental car out of the Little Rock airport on the eve of that big interview, heading south on

I-530. I had never been to the South (Mardi Gras hardly counts), and it felt like a different world.

A big city kid, all alone on the highway, flat open space in every direction, as far as the eye

could see. Truly surreal.I had booked a room in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, which sits midway

between Little Rock and Greenville. It was almost midnight when I pulled into the Days Inn

parking lot, eager, exhausted, and anxious in equal parts. Once inside, I approached the front

desk, where a 350-pound man with a massive, scraggly beard and bright red suspenders was

too engrossed in late-night television to acknowledge my existence.“Excuse me,” I said. “I think

I have a reservation.”After a lengthy pause, he glanced up at me and responded with his Billy

Bob Thornton “Sling Blade”-esque pipes.“You think you have a reservation?”Heart in

throat.“Well, I’m pretty sure I have a reservation.”
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Richard R. Rutter, “A Sports Broadcasting Advent Calendar. Candid, personal glimpses into the

unique, sometimes difficult, always challenging career paths of some of our most recognizable

American sports broadcasting cultural icons. I figured this compelling compilation of

background tapestries would make for a tremendous holiday "advent calendar", with a different

story to surprise the reader every day - except that I never put it down - reading the entire

volume start-to-finish. We think of these folks as well-paid, well-spoken, and well-dressed, with

remarkably regular haircuts, but we find out that they had been grinding, groveling and fighting

tooth and nail almost every step of the way. Carrying their own equipment, cutting their own

highlights, and swallowing their pride on the way to the pinnacle of the profession. It may "look"

easy, but it is always hard. A career path not for the weak of spirit or those without an

abundance of patience, humility, resilience, and resolve.”

A Branch, “A Terrific and Fun Read!. This collection of biographical stories about the

sportscasters' "roads to success" is an absolute treasure. Each selection is both lighthearted

and informative concerning what it takes to achieve prominence in the sportscasting arena.

Simply, I couldn't put this book down. The conversational style drew me right into each

person's story, and I found myself laughing aloud while reading. Now, when I view these

personalities on air, I know some of what they put forth to get where they are today. The book

deserves a second and third reading, and that's what I'm going to do.”

Daniel T Coghlin, “Great look inside the "minor leagues" of professional sports broadcasting.

Scott has so many entertaining stories about what it's really like being a sports broadcaster.

The unique aspect of this book, though, is the focus on what it was like for so many now-

famous broadcasters as they worked in the shadows hoping to make it big one day.”



perrier3467, “Delightful insight, very entertaining book!. Super compelling look into a world I

knew little about, written and compiled in a very entertaining manner. Will be purchasing copies

for several sports fans in my life.”

Charles Thuss, “Everyone has a story - and these are great!. It's easy to forget that the

polished people on TV started out at the bottom of the totem pole. These are great stories of

what the big names saw, the dedication and the good fortune that turned them into household

names. Great inspiration for anyone looking to make it in broadcasting and a new perspective

for the rest of us couch potatoes.  Thanks Scott Reiss for making this happen!”

Ken B, “Fun and entertaining. A really fun read -- the next best thing to actually having a beer

with these TV personalities and hearing about their backstories firsthand.”

J.A. Downey, “A must-read for any aspiring sportscaster!. Scott Reiss and his colleagues have

succinctly summarized the travails of climbing the slippery pole of progress in sports

television.Well-done!”

N. Schultz, “Great Read!. Really enjoyed this book. Fun and insightful read! Great read for any

sports fan.”

The book by Scott Reiss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 57 people have provided feedback.
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